
Scientific Achievement 
This work investigates the kinetic and thermodynamic acid gas stability of 16 ZIFs (of SOD, RHO, 
ANA, and GME topologies) under different environments - humid air, liquid water, and acid 
gases CO2 and SO2 (dry, humid, and aqueous)  using experimental and computational methods. 
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Research Details
– All ZIFs under dry CO2 and SO2 were stable; ZIF-90 and ZIF-65(Zn) had dry SO2 uptakes among highest reported in MOF literature. 
– Many ZIFs underwent transformations to nonporous phases on humid air exposure while all GME topology ZIFs degraded.
– ZIFs were susceptible to bulk degradation under long-term exposure to humidified CO2 or SO2 with the exception of ZIF-71.
– FTIR was used to understand CO2/SO2-induced degradation, and sulfur postexposure to SO2 was quantified with EDX. 
– Statistical analysis revealed correlations of degradation rate with the linker Ka and ZIF hydrophilicity with negative proportionalities.

Significance and Impact
For the first time, the kinetics of ZIF degradation under 
exposure to humid SO2 was studied in detail, and 
effective rate constants for acid gas degradation of ZIFs 
are reported. The kinetics of ZIF degradation correlates 
strongly with the linker pKa and ZIF water adsorption. 
ZIF-71 (RHO topology) shows much higher stability 
relative to the other ZIFs in humid SO2 and CO2
environments.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acid gases (such as SO2, NOx, CO2, or H2S) are present in many chemical process streams and also present a range of environmental and human health concerns. As one well-known example, humid flue gas streams generated from the combustion of fossil fuel sources are rich in CO2 (13−15% by volume) and are estimated to account for 87% of SO2 and 67% of NOx emissions in the United States. In general, chemical separation or reaction processes that use such streams must be based upon materials that are tolerant to acid gases. Given the worldwide efforts to develop new membranes, adsorbents, and catalysts based upon nanoporous materials, their stability in acid gas environments is an increasingly important issue. Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) – including the subclass called zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) – are being extensively investigated as adsorbents and membranes. ZIFs consist of inorganic metal centers (Zn2+ or Co2+) tetrahedrally coordinated to imidazole-derived organic linkers. The similarity in size of their pore apertures to many industrially useful molecules make them promising candidates for adsorption and membrane-based processes. While properties such as selectivity, permeability, and adsorption capacity are usually well characterized, the acid gas stability of these materials is an important criterion that is only beginning to be addressed. ZIFs display a large variety of imidazole linker polarities (leading to hydrophobic or hydrophilic materials), linker functional groups (leading to different aperture sizes and steric environments in the cages), electron-withdrawing properties of the linker substituents (leading to different intrinsic strengths of the Zn−N coordination bonds), and framework topologies. All these factors may have significant effects on acid gas stability of ZIFs. To obtain generalized and quantitatively useful insight into these issues, in this work we systematically investigate the stability of 16 ZIFs under exposure to CO2 and SO2 gases in dry and humid environments, with data on aqueous-phase stability also provided for comparison. We use observations from these experiments to quantify ZIF degradation on a common basis in terms of degradation rate constants. Among single-linker ZIFs, we have selected a variety of materials ranging from hydrophobic to hydrophilic with differing topologies (SOD, RHO, ANA), pore aperture sizes, and cage sizes. The kinetics of ZIF degradation under exposure to humid SO2 is studied in detail, and effective rate constants for acid gas degradation of ZIFs are reported for the first time. Remarkably, the kinetics of degradation of the diverse ZIFs correlate strongly with the linker pKa and ZIF water adsorption in a manner contrary to that expected from previous predictions in the literature. Furthermore, we find that the material ZIF-71 (RHO topology) shows much higher stability relative to the other ZIFs in humid SO2 and CO2 environments.
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